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Engage // Innovate shares ONS 2018’s vision:
Innovate.
We believe the energy arena is a backbone in our global society.
From education, research, value creation, building our future society,
the energy industry holds many keys.
Yet, it is this very industry that is now changing. These changes will affect
billions of people positively – if we get them right.
From clean energy, smarter mobility, enabling education, reducing
poverty, reducing pollution, making cities more livable; the impacts of
getting the energy transition right are immense.
It is with this backdrop we are proud to share our thinking on the energy
transition.
Based on our work with leading energy companies, startups, investors,
governments and teaching executive programs, it is clear that the
challenges are upon us.
Corporate innovation is hard. Scaling new ventures is demanding.
Attracting capital to new areas challenging. Growing new industries, the
industries of tomorrow, daunting.
Yet, we have no choice but to push forward. The challenge is upon us to
innovate. So, we congratulate ONS with the 2018 vision, now, let’s
innovate.
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Executive Summary
Traditionally, we looked at the oil & gas
industry, utility industry, software industry
as three very different industries.
No longer.
Today we face a huge shift, the shifting
energy arena. The boundaries of
industries have been blurred out, and 13
strategic groups are now collaborating
and competing, with very different
dynamics than in the past.

For top management, new strategies
need to be drawn up. China, investments
in startups, accelerator programs, digital
partnerships, energy superclusters and
bold new innovation strategies will be
critical in the shifting energy arena.
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Introduction
In 1974, a small group of industry pioneers came together to
host the first ever Offshore Northern Seas. ONS was born.
44 years later, the oil & gas industry has transformed, global
demand for energy has increased multi-fold and the shift to
clean and smart energy is now reshaping the entire energy
landscape.
As a strategy advisor, early stage investor, business school
faculty I have been fortunate to have a front row seat to the
changes. From national Asian energy companies, to
Norwegian tech startups and global oil & gas companies
struggling with transformation, our work has taken us
around the world, inside the board rooms and onto the
streets.
Today, we believe a fundamental shift is upon us, we call it
the shifting energy arena. With the right mindset,
leadership and capabilities, it offers incredible opportunities.
We hope this report can contribute to the conversation and
help leaders, strategists and policy makers navigate a new
energy landscape.
AUTHOR’S NOTE: In writing this report, many have helped shape our thinking,
but any mistakes or poorly drawn conclusions are only my own.

AUTHOR
CHRISTIAN RANGEN
FOUNDER & CEO
ENGAGE // INNOVATE
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Does it run on sunshine?
As crazy as it sounds, in the near future,
this will become the new normal.
Already, today, you can buy a Model S or
Model III from Tesla, an E-golf from
Volkswagen, get your solar energy
solution from Otovo and one of the
world’s most intelligent (i.e. software) EV
charger from Zaptec.
Given the right conditions, you can
literally run your car 100% on solar
energy. Already, the answer is yes.
And the technology pieces are still
young, still rapidly evolving and still a
fragmented ecosystem.
With the rate of investments and
consumer interest going into this space,
expect to see the chance for every car to
run on sunshine.
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The Shifting Energy Arena
We believe we are on the
verge of a fundamental and
lasting shift in the global
energy landscape.
Companies are used to
analyzing and competing
within an industry. A group of
like-minded and similar
companies, mostly
competing with similar value
propositions, technologies
and business models.
That is no longer the case.

We are entering a different
competitive environment.
New, strategic groups are
emerging, with very different
ideas, solutions and business
model portfolios.
Yet, they enter the same
space.
We call this space arenas.
The result, a global shift in
how the energy landscape
works, we call it the shifting
energy arena.
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The Shifting Energy Arena

THE SHIFTING ENERGY ARENA
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WHAT IS IT?
In our view, the shifting
energy arena is a new
battleground for energy
companies, many who would
never consider themselves
competitors in the traditional
sense.
We have identified 13
strategic groups that all come
into play, all centered around
the world’s transition to a lowcarbon society, with new
technologies, new consumer
preferences, digital, easier
access to large-scale funding.
Yet, there is not a one, single
factor driving this shift. It is
the combination of the
factors coming together at
once.
The shifting energy arena will
see trillions in $ investments,
a rise of new scale-ups and a
shift to clean, distributed and
intelligent energy.

FINDING POINTS OF
CONVERGENCE
The easiest way to
understand the concept is
finding points of
convergence. The EV and EV
infrastructure (charging)
market is a great example.
We now have BP, Shell,
Volkswagen, Tesla, Tencent,
Cisco, Apple, UBER, BYD,
Engie, your local utilities, EVBox, ChargePoint and 1000’s
of startups all converging
around the EV.
Not traditional competitors,
they rapidly bump into each
other across investments,
strategic alliances and
customer-facing deployment
strategies.

SOLAR; WATCH THE
CONSUMER AND FOLLOW
THE MONEY
In these disruptive shifts,
consumer preferences and
investor funding are shaping
the market place more than
traditional “strategic
planning”.
The massive growth rates of
deployed PV and strong
forecasts are driven by
consumer uptake and access
to professional funding.
Solar businesses will put
strong pressure on utilities,
but cause incredible
opportunities for startups,
scale-ups, software founders,
real estate developers, battery
makers and maybe even O&G
companies.
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Understand the
13 Strategic Groups
#1

#3

#2
OIL & GAS
COMPANIES

The traditional “energy
companies” (oil & gas
companies) can be split into
two camps.
The first, including Equinor,
Shell, and BP, are investing
heavily in the energy transition.
The second, mostly led by US
firms, are taking a “pump while
you can” approach.
Increasingly, large investments
in corporate venture capital,
digital investments, new
partnerships and accelerator
programs are shaping a new
generation of O&G companies.

UTILITIES

INFRASTRUCTURE

Utilities traditionally have a
local focus, with large
investments on their balance
sheets and legacy
infrastructure to run.

Infrastructure companies,
like Masdar or large real
estate developers have not
been found in the energy
space.

Distributed energy systems,
personal PV, EVs and software
will cause strategic challenges
as most have a slow pace of
change and the right owners
to invest at the scale required.

This is changing. As more
developers are looking into
PV, storage, smarter
buildings or even energy
positive buildings at scale,
this can cause large
customers to leave the grid
completely, making them
more interested in battery
and software, and less in
working with old utilities.

Internal culture, not
technologies is a greater
threat for many. How will they
handle the shift to smart
energy?
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#5

#4
MOBILITY

#6
BIG TECH

Mobility innovators like Tesla,
Uber, Lyft, Waymo, Kolumbus
and Bird are in different ways
pushing the pace of electric
innovations.

It is hard to find a big tech
company that does not have
ownership interests or strategic
projects in the mobility and
energy space.

But it is the large car
manufacturers, with ambitious
EV targets, like VW Transform
2025+, BMW that drive volume.

As the energy industry has
been growing, digital, utilities,
O&G, battery, clean energy &
smart city projects all build on
deep tech expertise.

Yet, China is where it happens,
led by NIO, BYD, JAC, Geely;
combining battery, design and
software to drive the world’s
largest market.
The global mobility industry can
now shape the energy
landscape, thanks to EV.

Today, the rise of the
distributed energy cloud and
digital oil fields, will continue to
shift power and value from the
balance sheet of asset owners
to the coders and geeks.

BATTERY
Battery technologies hold
the key to numerous market
breakthroughs.
From city-wide
infrastructure, offshore
installations, electric planes,
buses and cars; the battery
and storage battle is key.
By 2020, 84% of lithium ion
production capacity is
expected to be in china. Led
by BYD, CATL, battery
technology will only increase
in importance in the global
energy markets.
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#9

#8

#7
PURE PLAY CLEAN
ENERGY COMPANIES
“Our vision is to create a world
that runs entirely on green
energy”, says Ørsted’s CEO.
Pure play clean energy
companies are growing into a
considerable force in the global
landscape.
Danish Ørsted, Norwegian
Scatec Solar, Canadian Solar is
just a handful of pure play
energy companies. Increasingly
becoming attractive to
investors and consumers alike,
paving the way for both
corporate transformation and
startups into the clean energy
space.

ECOSYSTEM
Hidden to many, the ecosystem
that drives innovation is one of
the key strategic groups in the
world’s transition to a low-carbon
society.
Accelerator programs,
incubators, Innovation
superclusters, and cluster
programs are becoming key
vehicles.
Powerhouse, Startup Bootcamp,
Techstars, New Energy Nexus,
Solar Innovation Clusters and
Energy Transition Superclusters
are likely to grow in impact and
importance as they help facilitate
faster innovation and fund new
startups and scale-ups.

STARTUPS
& SCALE-UPS
Pawa, Limejump, Oxford PV,
Buffalogrid, Watty, Bidgely,
Bulb, Otovo, WiTricity; the list
goes on and on.
Across the energy landscape,
startups and scale-ups are on
the rise. Frequently driven by
new technology and a digital
mindset, they innovate faster
and test business models at a
pace impossible to larger,
slower, cap.ex-heavy
companies.
Today, every major energy
company should have a “Build,
Buy, Partner, Invest, Co-Design”
strategy to maximize this space.
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#10

#11
INVESTORS

Investors, ranging from
seed & angel investors, to
CVC, VC funds and
Softbank are what is
making this shift possible.
Firms like Tesla, NIO, EVBox, Scatec Solar would
not have seen the light of
day but for supportive
investors.
Today, pension funds,
sovereign wealth funds,
tech companies, VCs,
Gates’ Breakthrough
Energy Ventures help
pour billions into the
shifting energy arena.
Expect more tech
investors to invest in the
energy arena.

#13

#12
CUSTOMERS

In the end, it all comes
down to customer choice.
As consumers become
more aware of the energy
transition, the role they
can play as consumers,
advocates and changemakers, expect to see this
group become even more
recognized by industry
leaders.
Many incumbents are not
used to competing over
customers due to local
monopolies. Expect this to
change. The “job to be
done” thinking will drive
new, consumer friendly
innovations.

REGULATORS
Despite the setbacks
under the current US
Administration,
regulators mostly help
shape the shift.
From reducing pollution
in cities, to securing
environment from oil
spills, not opening new
pristine areas for
exploration, and setting
new demands for
consumer safety,
regulators are a crucial
but often invisible
strategic group in the
energy landscape.

GOVERNMENT
Government is our 13th,
yet vital strategic
group.
From ownership in
national energy
companies, policies in
line with international
climate accords,
national investment
funds and visionary
leadership,
governments matters
in the shifting energy
arena.
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Financing the Shift
Stranded assets, Stranded infrastructure
When Mark Barney, Governor of the Bank of England, in
September 2015 held his infamous stranded assets
speech, be brought to the world’s attention a trend that
had been growing for a number of years.

Fast, agile, assetlight, op.ex

Balance sheet assets for the world’s oil & gas and utilities
might be facing a structural risk. Previously “safe” assets,
oil fields, booked oil reserves, historical investments in
grid infrastructure might suddenly be facing a very
uncertain future. For investors, the risk profile spiked,
accelerating a long-term financial shift into smarter
energy capital allocation.

Larger, slow, assetheavy cap.ex.

Distributed Energy Paradigm

Central Energy Paradigm

Distributed energy are driven by asset-light
business models and op.ex. financing.
With solar and storage in “every garage”, the
financing will increasingly shift from corporates
to consumers.

Central energy players require massive
cap.ex in energy plants (fossil or clean). This
makes them balance-sheet heavy and
quickly give them a legacy cost structure.

We already see financing institutions adopting
this shift. SEB, DNB are issuing green bonds to
lend to green housing investments.
Expect to see green consumer financing drive
new financial innovations in energy efficient
and green assets.

Access to smart financing will become a
competitive edge for central energy players.
Expect to see more mega-deals in green
energy funded by Softbank, Apple and
Alphabet. Equinor’s co-investment in utility
scale solar helps reduce the overall cost of
financing and improve profitability.

Thanks to Andreas Thorsheim for valuable input on financing.
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Should Statoil invest in Tesla?
“Should Statoil (now Equinor) invest in Tesla?”
This was a question we introduced in a strategy
discussion several years ago.
For most, the instant reply was “No!”, maybe followed
with a “Why?!”. To most people, inside the company and
certainly outside, the idea was ludicrous, why would an
oil & gas (E&P) company care about a car company….
But, at the same time, a growing number of voices
started saying, “hm, what if…”.
Today, some five years later, they both stand out as
leading, highly transformational energy & technology
companies. Different business model portfolios for sure,
but increasingly, they find themselves face-to-face on
solar, storage, mobility, charging infrastructure and
digitization.
These two are better than any two firms to represent
the Shifting Energy Arena.
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From Industries
To Arenas
In her 2013 bestseller and later strategy book of the year, Columbia
Professor Rita McGrath introduced the idea of shifting from
traditional industry understanding to competitive arenas.
Her argument: “your next set of competitors are probably not going
to come from within your own, existing industry”.
Professor McGrath’s extensive research showed time and time again
that the biggest competitive threats, the real disruptors, would
always come from outside the existing industry norms.
It was no longer possible for top management and strategists to stay
focused on “our industry”.
What was needed was a shift in understanding away from
traditional industry boundaries to the emerging competitive arenas.
These arenas often span multiple industries, they seem unrelated at
first (think Equinor and Tesla), but would become the new
battleground, driven by new rules and new (often faster)
competitive dynamics.

RITA MCGRATH

GLOBAL EXPERT IN INNOVATION &
GROWTH STRATEGIES
// TOP 10 MANAGEMENT THINKER

It is this shift that is now upon the energy “industry”.
Prepare for a rapidly shifting world.
And read her book.
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The Big Drivers
Unfolding
THE RISE OF
DIGITAL
COMPANIES

CLASH OVER EV
& EV CHARGING
INFRASTRUCTURE

Over the past decade, digital
has grown into a mainstay in
the energy space.

Chinese NIO, one of 300 EVstartups in China alone, now
listing on Nasdaq.

But now we see a new
generation of “born digital”
companies. These bring a
new mindset, skillset, ways of
working and speed in
execution.

The space is dominated by
fierce competition, massive
capital influx and high
consumer expectations.

Digital is now driving the
strategic agenda at oil majors,
mobility companies, utilities;
converging with the wellestablished tech firms of the
world.

Between the startups, Tesla’s
mad drive, established car
manufacturers, battery
companies (the crucial part of
the industry right now) and
the charging infrastructure
providers, expect to see
clashes, M&As and new
players pour in.

CHINA,
CHINA,
CHINA
Electric vehicles , battery
technologies, solar and PV
innovations, growth capital
for clean energy projects and
government leadership;
China is taking the global
leadership role in the energy
arena.
Ten, even five years ago, this
would have been highly
unlikely. Today it’s a fact.
Few western energy
companies have a China
Strategy. They should.
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Industry
Battle Grounds
WHERE THE SHIFT OCCURS

SOLAR
ENERGY

EV
INFRASTRUCTURE

DIGITAL
SERVICES

PV is on track to become the
world’s #1 energy source.

“EV charging will undoubtedly
become an important part of
our business”, BP’s Chief
Executive Downstream

Tomorrow’s grid will be driven
by software. The concept of
smart, distributed grid and
the energy cloud puts
immense pressure on the
talent base and technology
platforms of traditional
utilities.

Softbank, the world’s largest
venture capital firm is on
track to finance the world’s
largest solar energy project in
the Middle East ($200BN),
following their recent deal in
India of up to $100BN.
Softbank’s investments in
Uber, Didi and Grab has
reshaped the mobility space,
now it’s taking on energy.
How will traditional energy
companies respond?

Shell, BP, Repsol, Equinor are
just some of the O&G
companies investing in EV
infrastructure. While amounts
are still small, these early
investments are all about
getting a market position.
Alphabet (Waymo) might
surprise everyone with an
aggressive EV strategy too….
How will utilities and tech
firms respond?

Will the big tech firms like
Google, Amazon and new
scale-ups like Otovo capture
the crucial customer
relationship in a digital world?
Who will own the customer?
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Likely Events in 6 – 24 Months

INCREASED
MERGERS &
ACQUISITONS
Expect to see a booming
number of M&A or strategic
acquisitions. Strong cash-flow
in O&G give muscles for
investments in new
capabilities and areas.
Corporate venture capital
(CVC) will likely be more
active in EV, PV, digital
services.
Expect to see more energyrelated accelerators, wellfunded by CVC.

“EVERYONE”
INVESTS IN
SOLAR
We expect solar to be the
leading investment area,
possibly with a number of
new players coming in.
Engie is currently ranked as
the world’s most active solar
investor, followed by
Powerhouse, Y Combinator,
Elemental Excelerator and
NEA*. Expect this to change,
as larger firms and bigger
funds want to get in on the
action.
Asian and Middle Eastern
funds, oil majors are most
likely emerging investors.

A NEW GENERATION
OF “ENERGY
COMPANIES”
Software is eating the world…
of energy.
We have passed the tipping
point, the concept of energy
cloud is now well-established
and on the rise. Smart, Digital
and distributed is coming
together.
But traditional energy
companies will struggle in this
paradigm. Expect to see
massive investments in smart
software from the leading tech
companies of the world.
Incumbents beware.
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*Data: CB InsightsThe Solar Industry’s Most Active Investors (Dec 2017)

Implications
HOW SHOULD ENERGY COMPANIES….

Accelerate
digital
Transformation?

Upgrade the
board of directors
with software & tech?

Invest in
tech & software
Startups?

Design an
innovation strategy?

Partner with Accelerator
Programs & VCs to get
access to emerging
business models?

Tap into the Chinese
market to fully grasp
the shift?
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How Prepared
Are You?

Facing the shifting energy arena?
Scale

TAKE THE TRANSFORMATION TEST

YOUR SCORE

5 = highest

1. Innovation Structure

0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5

2. Innovation Portfolio

0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5

Does the company have a good structure for innovation in place? Is there an innovation strategy? Director
for new business development and new ventures? Is there an innovation team? Does the team have the
tools, training and internal position to make innovation happen? Does the company actively engage
with outside sources and partners for Is someone responsible for making innovation happen?
What is the strength of the current innovation portfolio today? Does the company have a strategy & tools in
place to manage and measure an innovation portfolio? Does the company have a portfolio of “Core
innovations”, “Growth” and “Explore”. Does the company actively invest in “radical innovations”?

3. Innovation Pipeline

0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5

4. Success with Business Model Innovation

0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5

5. Transformational Capacity

0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5

18 - 25

Upper echelon.
Well done.

13 - 17

Getting there

Over the next 10 years, what is the strength of the innovation pipeline? Does the company have a deep
understanding of “Industry shifts”? Does the company have a well-designed and executed process for
developing innovation funnels and multiple strategies? Does the company work well with non-financial
metrics?
Historically, what kinds of success has the company had with previous business model innovations
(planned or emerged)? Does the company’s top management have a shared language for business
model innovation? Does the company understand the differences in “optimizing one business model” vs.
“exploring multiple new business models”? Can the company showcase one or several business model
successes?
How strong is the company’s overall capability for long-term strategic change and deep transformation?
Combining innovation, strategy, business model, change management and leadership, how strong is
the company’s ability for continuous change and transformation? Does the company have the Magic
Formula M+S+M (Mandate + Structure + Money) for leading strategic transformation? Does the company
have a deep understanding of the shifting energy arena?

9 - 12

There’s hope

0-8

OK,
things are bad

Sum
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Getting Started: Your 1-Page Minimum Innovation Strategy
Hit by the shift? Try quickly sketching out your minimum innovation strategy.
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Why it matters
Disruptive business models put industry leaders out of business.
As the energy arena becomes more digital, we can expect a scenario of highly disruptive
business models emerging, causing significant stress on legacy companies with old
investments on their balance sheets.

HOSPITALITY VENTURES
MANAGEMENT GROUP

BLOCKBUSTER

MICROSOFT

“Neither RedBox nor
Netflix are even on
the radar screen in
terms of
competition,”

“Google’s not a real
company. It’s a
house of cards.”

We have not seen a direct
effect from Airbnb in any
of our hotels … We don’t
feel it’s having any impact
on our results or that it
has hit our radar as of yet,

Blockbuster CEO
Jim Keyes, 2008

Microsoft CEO,
Steve Ballmer, 2009

HVMG, COO,
Richard Jones, 2014
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Closing Recommendations
#1

#2

#3

It’s far beyond the business model, stupid
“We need to change our business model” has become the mantra for the 21st century.
This is no longer enough. Any company in the shifting energy arena will need to develop
a strong leadership capability in business model portfolio. Energy companies that will
survive and thrive, need to develop a broad-based business model portfolio, based on
“Core”, “Growth” and “Explore”.

Start with a disruptive mindset
The first step has to be a mindset shift. A shift from a traditional utility, car manufacturer
or oil & gas company is not a matter of simple strategy and decisions. Thousands of
people across the organization, from the third-level analyst to the Chairman of the
Board, need to grasp the shift and the impact it might have. Developing a deep shift in
mindset will help frame new questions and strategic dialogue, uncover new growth
opportunities and create strategic curiosity in the face of new technologies and business
models.

Build new, deep capabilities
Your organization will look different. Any incumbent going through this shift can expect
50% of the workforce (or more) to change. New capabilities must be built in arena (not
industry) thinking, the growth opportunities in renewable energy, the best financing
partners for large-scale energy projects in PV, EV and storage, but most of all, the speed
of new digital innovation requires a new way of working to emerge.
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Dive deeper. Learn more.

Join us for a live webinar to:




Understand the shifting energy arena
Get the transition highlights from ONS 2018
Learn how to build a better strategy for leading the shift

Sign up at www.engage-innovate.com/webinars
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About Us

CHRISTIAN RANGEN

ABDUL MUNIM

IAN PALLISTER

JOLENE FOO-HODNE

Founder of Engage //
Innovate, Strategy Tools and
X2, Chris helps top
management at global
companies tackle large
industry shifts. He partners
with clients on strategy &
transformation, innovation
strategies and business
model innovation.

Formerly Cisco’s Chief
Strategist for the Partner
Organization, Abdul Munim
has over 20 years of
experience in technology and
strategy.

Ian Pallister brings deep
experience and expertise in
helping organizations make
innovation happen.

Jolene Foo-Hodne runs the
digital content development
and marketing strategy for
Engage // Innovate & Strategy
Tools. She brings years of
experience in producing high
quality content and has tackled
a wide range of digital
marketing projects for both
fast-moving startups and
multinational corporations.

CEO

He works extensively on
building new innovation
superclusters around the
industries of the future.
He is also business school
faculty and active keynote
speaker at conferences and
events.
christian@engage-innovate.com

PARTNER

Since 2006, working with over
100 leading Telco’s and service
providers, he was
instrumental in evolving
Cisco’s channel model from a
product resale to a valuebased program, influencing
over $2.5B in Managed
Services and Cloud for
EMEAR.
He advices clients on channel
and growth strategies.
abdul.munim@engage-innovate.com

PARTNER

With over 25 years track
record across a range of
sectors including energy,
high tech, life sciences and
financial services, Ian helps
organizations create new,
innovative concepts and
develop breakthrough ideas.
Ian works with top
management, innovation
teams and new ventures
across mobility, energy,
technology and finance.

ian@engage-innovate.com

DIGITAL & DESIGN

Her digital and design work
now drive strategy processes
with clients and users
worldwide.

jolene@engage-innovate.com
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How We Can Help

STRATEGY &
TRANSFORMATION

DISRUPTIVE
INNOVATION

We advise CEOs, strategists
and innovators on how to
navigate industry shifts, build
transformational strategies
and launch new growth
ventures.

We help design, build and
implement disruptive
business model portfolios.

We focus on new growth in
unlikely places.

Securing strategic
partnerships, investing in
emerging startups; our
business model innovation
goes beyond the slides.

INNOVATION
ECOSYSTEMS &
SUPERCLUSTERS
We partner with governments,
national innovation leaders to
build future innovation
superclusters.
Our work helps bring the
industries of tomorrow into
today.
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Did you enjoy this report?
CHECK OUT OUR RECENT REPORTS:

www.engage-innovate.com
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